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Key points  

Literature concerning Quality Improvement Projects suggests that it is essential to study the context to investigate and 
to better understand what are the main conditions influencing quality improvement and how to maximise its 
effectiveness (if and how to implement intervention). Also important is how the context influences implementation and 
outcomes. 
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Abstract 

Background  

PICU is a complex stressful, high- tech environment for 

professionals, parents and critically ill children. 

Literature suggests that knowing the context is crucial in 

determine the suitable interventions to act.  

Professionals’ needs in the Italian context need to be 

investigated. The aim of the study was to highlight the 

healthcare professionals’ perceptions of their needs 

regarding the concept of Open PICUs and the presence 

of parents during their child’s stay in the PICU, without 

highly restricted visiting policies.  

Methods  

Qualitative approach ( multi-professional focus group) 

was used. The  transcription and categorization followed 

the principles of “content analysis”.  Criteria concerning 

validity, reliability, confirmability and replicability have 

been satisfied. 

 

 

Results 

Results identified the following 4 main categories of 

needs, which were considered important by the 

participants: communication skills, education on the 

centrality of parents; the organization of the presence of 

parents, and suitable spaces. 

The majority of the participants viewed Open PICUs 

positively but need an improvement of: communication 

skills, education regarding “centredness of the parent”, a 

better organization of  the presence of the parent and 

suitable spaces for the parent in the Unit . 

Conclusions  

Our study shows that focus group approach is useful to 

gain qualitative data in a PICU. 

 Strategic health care plans ought to focus, much more 

than in the past, on models that allow families to stay 

close to their children during the most severe stages of 

their illness. The Family Centred Care model is not easy 

to implement in settings with an intensive use of 

technological equipment. Open PICUs are not just 
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places where parents have more time to see their 

children, but require a profound transformation into a 

place where health professionals and technical 

competences, join with relational competences to 

achieve family empowerment.  Open PICUs would be 

pointless, or even counterproductive, if they were not 

supported by improvement and major awareness of the 

scope of ethical practice, with a view to provide a full 

and competent coverage of the clinical, ethical and 

relational issues relating to children and their parents, 

even in end-of-life situations. 

Keywords: Intensive care units; nurses; parents;  

parent-child relations; child; nursing; family-centered. 

Background 

Literature concerning Quality Improvement Projects 

(QI) (1, 2) suggests that it is essential to study the 

context to investigate and to better understand 1) What 

are the main conditions influencing QI (1,2); 2) How to 

maximise the effectiveness of QI (if and how to 

implement intervention), and how the context influences 

implementation and outcomes. 

Understanding the specific context can help researchers 

to adapt the QI to the local situation, instead of simply 

reproducing interventions by copying experiences from 

other colleagues or countries, and create “their own 

framework”. 

Literature  describes the context of Paediatric Intensive 

Care Units (PICUs) as complex, changing, high-tech, 

stressful environment both for the professionals who 

work there and the children and their parents (3).  

One of the first barriers met by parents during their 

child’s admission to the PICUs were the highly 

restrictive visiting policies, limiting the presence and 

access of parents, as well as the communicative 

relationship between parents and professionals (4). 

Family-Centred-Care guidelines suggest that parents 

should be able to enter PICUs at any time and be 

provided with facilities on a 24/7 basis (4). To improve 

quality of care, parents should be considered as 

important partners that collaborate with professionals. In 

addition, it is widely recognized that children’s 

memories of their stay in the PICU would not be 

positive (3, 5). 

In the discussion of this paper we focused on another 

two important points: 1) there is no evidence that the 

presence of parents increases the risk of infection in 

Open PICUs; and 2) when children and parents stay  

together, even during high-stress situations 

(resuscitation, invasive procedures) they are less 

stressed and anxious (6). Before designing interventions 

aimed at encouraging the presence of parents in PICUs 

we should consider that it is not just a question of 

allowing parents to stay longer with their children 

during visiting hours (7), but there are some variables 

which can interact with and influence outcomes. For this 

reason, it is important to have a clear overview of the 

specific local context (1,2). 

Comparing Italian PICUs with PICUs in other countries, 

it is recommended to align Italian visiting policies with 

those of on ‘Open PICU’, open for parents on a 24/7 

basis. An innovative ‘Italian Framework for Parents in 

PICUs’ should be designed taking into account health 

professionals’ attitudes towards a Family-Centred-Care 

approach. Parents should not be considered just as 

visitors but partner s in care also in the Italian context 

(8). There is a lack of evidence related to the Italian 

context and the ‘complex interventions’ or QI necessary 

to implement this change in the organization of Italian 

PICUs. 

Since the hospital management was already planning to 

renew the ward involved, developing more knowledge 

about the specific needs of the health professionals 

working in our PICU seemed the best way to drive 

forward the change in the direction of ‘Open PICU’ . 

The aim of this study was to highlight the healthcare 

professionals’ perceptions of their needs regarding the 

concept of Open PICUs and the presence of parents 

during their child’s stay in the PICU, without highly 

restricted visiting policies. The research question was: 

What do physicians and nurses find important (and 
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require) when caring for critically-ill children and their 

parents in the PICU? 

Methods 

Design  

A descriptive study using a qualitative approach with 

focus groups (9). Since the aim of the study was to 

investigate the healthcare professionals’ perceptions of 

their needs regarding the concept of Open PICUs, the 

qualitative approach was the most appropriate, so that 

participants could describe their personal experiences, 

feelings and thoughts. With this approach (10,11) it is 

possible to include more participants and they can freely 

interact in the group discussion. 

Setting 

The present study was conducted in a PICU in the 

North-West of Italy, in compliance with the national and 

international innovative trends to open up PICUs to 

parents allowing them to stay with their sick children. 

The PICU where this  study was conducted, is one of 

the most important and multi-disciplinary paediatric 

intensive care units in Italy. It is ideally subdivided in 

PICU, NICU, post–surgery intensive care. In addition, 

the hospital is a leader in advanced paediatric care and it 

is Joint Commission International Accredited.  

We obtained the approval of the hospital’s Ethical 

Committee before starting this study. The study was 

conducted in Autumn 2010. 

Participants 

The focus group participants were: 6 paediatric nurses 

and 1 anaesthetist working in the PICU; 1 moderator, 

and 1 person taking notes. In the hospital, all nurses are 

either paediatric nurses or have specific training in the 

paediatric care. Participants were all paediatric nurses 

and the anaesthetist had specific training in paediatric 

intensive care. The participants’ age ranged between 25-

37 years and their experience in the PICU between 2-15 

years. Regarding the gender, all the nurses were females 

and the anaesthetist was a male. Participants were 

enrolled on a voluntary basis and were informed that a 

new PICU would have been designed in the following 

months, and that their opinion could have facilitated 

changes in structural features, services and visiting 

policies. 

Data collection 

An audiotape and some slides illustrating the topic were 

used and participants signed a consent form. Some 

demographic data were included in the form (age, 

gender, job). The moderator guided the discussion with 

some open-questions, planned after an accurate  

literature review. The first open question explored their 

personal experience with Open PICUs and parental 

presence. The other open questions explored their 

perception of needs and possible interventions. Before 

starting the focus group discussion, participants were 

asked to chose a nickname and to repeat it before each 

answer in the discussion to facilitate verbatim 

transcriptions and correlations between answers. 

Participants were informed that all the data would have 

been kept anonymous and the nickname used only for 

verbatim transcription.  

Data analysis 

After verbatim transcriptions, two researchers carefully 

read, analysed, coded (separately and independently) the 

transcriptions ‘line by line’ through the content 

analysis” (12).  

Then, they met to discuss their analysis to reach an 

agreement on the categories.  During the data analysis 

the topic “perception of needs regarding Open PICUs”  

drove the entire categorization process.  

Saturation of the qualitative data was pointed out during 

the in-depth discussion of the Focus Group. The 

researchers decided that, as suggested by literature 

(13,14), there was no need to organise further focus 

groups.   

Validity and reliability 

To achieve reliable qualitative data relating to the 

conclusions, we decided to adopt the Lincoln and 

Guba’s ‘Four criteria’ (15): credibility, confirmability, 

transferability and dependability. 
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Credibility was demonstrated by data saturation and 

independent analysis. After data analysis, the 

researchers gave nurses the possibility to review the 

themes that had emerged. 

Variability in the sample regarding age, gender, 

profession confirmed the confirmability of the 

conclusions. 

Reliability was confirmed by agreement on the coding 

performed by the two researchers . 

Finally, the results were discussed with other colleagues 

who at the time of the study were on annual leave: 

transferability of the results was confirmed.  

In addition, the moderator and the person taking notes 

were familiar with how to conduct focus groups 

Results 

Results identified the following 4 main categories of 

needs, which were considered important by the 

participants: communication skills, education on the 

centrality of parents; the organization of the presence of 

parents, and suitable spaces. 

The need for Communication Skills 

It was emphasized that ‘physical contact’ was an 

element of strength for both the parent and the child, 

and that ‘parents have the right to stay with their 

children’ and this right could not be denied. In addition, 

‘parents are anxious and worried for their children’, 

with the result that ‘children get excited when they see 

their parents’. Participants pointed out that they would 

like to improve their skills to communicate with parents, 

especially in critical situations. In fact, the parents’ 

presence during critical situations and the sight of their 

sedated child, as ‘if he/she was dead’,  were considered 

negative elements. 

However, the presence of a parent at his/her child’s 

beside was perceived as a positive factor for the child by 

most of the participants. Two nurses reported that 

parents were a ‘reference point for their children’. They 

stated that it is important not only to inform the parents 

but also to know when to ‘give the right answers at the 

right time’. Participants were aware they could improve 

their effective communication skills. A young nurse 

confessed that sometimes it is easy to give information 

about ‘hygiene, visiting hours, procedures (with 

brochures) instead of trying to engage in a direct 

conversation with the mother’. On the contrary, a senior 

nurse declared: ”I remember that in the past, my 

teachers used to tell me that it was better to be 

‘professional’ and not to enter into confidence with the 

parents: it would be too stressful for me if the child then 

dies”.  

Participants agreed that sometimes it is so stressful that 

they “do not to have any words to say, or suggestions to 

give”. One nurse with 5 years of experience said ”only 

because you say that you are not able to enter in touch, 

in an empathic touch, with the mother. It is stressful 

because she is alone, with her/his critically ill child 

….praying”. 

The need for education on the centrality of parents 

Participants frequently mentioned that parents 

sometimes were anxious and this did not help to keep 

their children calm. ‘Tranquillity’ is cited both in terms 

of ‘presence of the parents’ that calms children down 

and as ‘the mother’s ability to maintain her child’s 

feeling’ of reassurance. 

Giving parents the possibility to stay beside their 

children in the PICU was seen by the participants as a 

positive factor for the parents. In addition, participants 

declared that when parents are well-informed about the 

procedures, they are less anxious. The physician stated 

that it is important to understand when parents wish to 

be informed or educated regarding a specific topic or 

regarding the clinical conditions of the child, which 

should be at ‘the right time, neither too late nor too 

early’.  

On the contrary, parents become scared and stressed in 

critical situations, when they are left alone without 

receiving any information. Participants agreed that it is 

sometimes difficult to understand what is  ‘the right 

amount of information parents want’, when their child is 

seriously ill. It seemed crucial to improve their 
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knowledge of how to put parents ‘at the centre of care’ 

while they are at the beside of their child in the PICU. 

The need to better organize the presence of parents 

With regard to workload, the presence of a parent in the 

PICU was described as a strength, since ‘it benefits to 

nursing’ and parents can collaborate with child 

management. On the other hand, participants pointed 

out that during the management of critical situations, 

parents’ emotions can have a negative impact on nursing 

activities and obstacle procedures. Two nurses declared 

that parents sometimes ‘interfered with the daily 

activities’. The PICU is a complex environment where 

children are in critical conditions. Maybe during an 

emergency the healthcare team prefer not to have 

parents near their children. Participants suggested that 

sometimes the nurses working in the PICU are so busy 

that they do not have the time to give parents all the 

information they need ‘they ask everything to 

everybody’. It would be better to design an intervention 

to improve the provision of information. In addition, 

there is evidence in literature that when parents are well 

informed and educated they collaborate much better 

with the healthcare team. 

The need to have suitable space 

In relation to the premises and services available, it was 

emphasized that there should be ‘suitable space at each 

bedside to accommodate parents, and promote and 

maintain a peaceful atmosphere’ and a room for the 

family members adequately equipped and comfortable 

so that families can stay as long as they wish and also 

have the chance to wind down away from the child’s 

bedside. 

There was some concern about ensuring privacy, 

especially when ‘in the same room there is another 

child facing a critical situation’. 

Finally, some issues were raised relating to the onset 

and management of infections in hospitalized children 

caused by the presence of other family members.  

 

 

Conclusions 

In our study, the majority of the participants viewed 

Open PICUs positively. There is extensive evidence 

concerning the positive impact of allowing parents to 

stay with their children admitted to the PICU. Our 

findings confirmed that professionals  agreed about the 

fact that Open PICUs reduced the level of anxiety and 

stress in children and their parents (3). Participants 

viewed positively Open PICUs, except for the parents’ 

interferences in the delivery of care and parental anxiety 

that does not help the child keep calm. The PICU 

environment is stressful, changing, and complex for 

children, parents and professionals (3), who  focus their 

interventions on the medical prescriptions in relation to 

the changing critical conditions to avoid errors. 

Improved structured programmes for healthcare 

professionals and parents are suggested to facilitate 

Family-Centred-Care interventions.  

We found that parents were seen by professionals as a 

‘point of reference ’ for the child even in critical 

conditions, so it is crucial to inform and educate parents 

to stay calm, in this way they help the child and have an 

active role in their partnership with the professional. 

Participants reported that they wanted to improve their 

communication skills and learn more about how to deal 

with issues related to the centrality of the parent during 

his/her stay in the PICU.  

Participants seemed to be proud to have parents stay 

with their children 24 hours a day, but at the same time 

they wanted to provide the best possible care to the 

child. They would like to be sure that they have a ‘safe 

relational approach’, improved by active learning and 

not only acquired through personal experience. 

In literature (16,17) six domains have been identified 

and which can be related to the applicability of Family 

Centred Care to Open PICUs: Respect, Information and 

Education, Coordination of care, Physical Support, 

Emotional Support, Involvement of parents. These 

domains are referred to both parents and professionals. 
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Evidence suggests (4, 18, 19 ) that professionals have 

difficulties in translating these domains into their daily 

practice, although the related concepts are well known. 

This could be a possible explanation to the difficulty 

that they could have in building an effective relationship 

with the parents. Our study is in line with these data: 

participants felt they needed to improve their knowledge 

and ability to get parents involved in the care process, 

considering and providing their physical and emotional 

support. 

In our study, Information and Education between 

professional and parents, through effective and 

‘understandable information’ given at the ‘ right time’, 

appeared to be a major challenge. In literature (21,22) it 

is shown that this type of intervention can decrease 

parents’ anxiety and stress, and increase trust in and 

collaboration with health professionals. 

Our study also confirmed the domain of Coordination of 

Care. Professionals need suitable spaces and a plan to 

organise the presence of parents in PICUs to avoid any 

‘interference with the daily activities’. 

Strategic health-care plans ought to focus, much more 

than in the past, on models that allow families to stay 

close to their children during the most severe stages of 

their illness, considering the needs of the staff. The 

Family-Centred-Care Model is not easy to implement in 

settings with an intensive use of technological 

equipment (4). A three-phase project like “Creating 

Opportunities for Parental Empowerment” (COPE) is an 

example of facilitation for parents focused on their 

understanding of their child’s psychosocial and physical 

care, during and after hospital admission (22). In fact, it 

is widely recognised that involving parents in caring for 

their sick children improves their ability to cope with 

the management of the disease. In addition, there is 

evidence that the parents can be involved in the rounds: 

there is no interference with the communication and 

education process (22) and the level of their satisfaction 

is high. Programmes like COPE include training 

sessions for healthcare professionals as well (23), as 

participants suggested. 

Parents would like to be present even in case of 

resuscitation or invasive procedures. Literatures 

recommends (24)  this approach, but in our study it is 

considered important to give firstly, the best care to the 

child, sometimes without any kind of information to the 

parent if they have no time (25). Participants are 

conscious that this is an organizational problem to take 

into account. 

In the future, the new PICU should include beds, spaces, 

services for parents and for the health care team. 

Improving spaces could resolve privacy issues and 

gather information. 

Furthermore, Open PICUs require a profound 

transformation into a place where professionals and 

technical competences, jointly with relational 

competences, can achieve family empowerment.  

Open PICUs would be pointless, or even 

counterproductive, if they were not supported by the 

improvement and major awareness of the scope of 

ethical practice, with a view to provide a full and 

competent coverage of the clinical, ethical and relational 

issues relating to children and their parents, even in end-

of-life situations. 

To be effective, an Open PICU project must involve 

specific training sessions for the whole health care team 

to achieve a shared level of awareness. 

In our study we found that parents can benefit to their 

work. In agreement with the literature, partnership 

between parents and professionals should be promoted 

together with the concepts of involvement, parental 

presence, shared responsibility and negotiation (25). 

Measuring parent satisfaction might help to define their 

specific needs also in the Italian context. Comparing 

parents’ and professionals’ perspectives using validated 

instruments (25,26), such as EMPHATIC-N, could 

improve partnership and improve a way of working 

collaboratively on quality of care improvement in Italian 

PICUs too. In addition, it should be crucial to know 
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when, how, and why parents interfere in the daily 

activities to encourage this behaviour and stimulate 

collaboration. 

Limits 

The major limit of this study is that it was conducted 

only in one site. Given the limited research on this topic 

in the Italian context to date, the findings from this 

qualitative study is however an important step. Further 

studies are needed to develop an “Italian or Local 

Framework”. Our findings encourage the need to gain a 

better understanding about parents’ and professionals’ 

involvement experiences and perceptions, to design 

future interventions. The ethical aspects of privacy, as 

well as infection control issues, are considered essential 

for Open PICUs and must be ensured by appropriate 

structural and organizational procedures. 

In the future, more research is recommended to explore 

the Italian context from the perspective of professionals, 

parents and children. 

Implication for practice 

We found that professionals had specific needs that 

have an impact on the organisation and on nursing 

management. Furthermore, the qualitative approach 

proved to be useful to outline the professionals’ 

perception of regarding their needs. Nursing managers 

can be consider the validity of this approach to conduct 

further exploratory surveys with the staff. 

In our study professionals agree that while visiting is 

beneficial to patients, open visiting hours are an 

impediment to practice. Education for professionals can 

contribute to built a set of recommendations for best 

practice where open or flexible visiting hours should be 

used as guidelines, and not only as rules (27). 

As reported in literature, we found that nurse managers 

needed improve the way the patients should request 

information: data clearly showed that this need has to be 

addressed. Education, organisation of “face to face 

meetings” with parents, and suitable spaces require a 

global vision which should be consistent with “One’s 

own framework” created by describing the context. At 

least in the Italian context, this study leads to a new 

research question: Is Nursing leadership ready to 

support Open PICUs? What is the perception of Italian 

Nursing Leadership regarding Open PICUs and parental 

presence? 

This study does not answer this question, but adds a 

specific point of view: the needs of the Italian 

Professionals (28) . 
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